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Scott Storey’s practice has a focus on Court of Protection proceedings, public law and human rights, police
law and inquests.
Scott is ranked a “Rising Star” in the Legal 500 for Court of Protection and Community Care. He regularly
appears in the Court of Protection instructed by public bodies, litigation friends (including the Official
Solicitor), family members and deputies.
Scott appears before all judicial tiers in the Court of Protection and has been instructed in reported judgments.
He acts in cases encompassing personal welfare, medical treatment, property and affairs and deprivation of
liberty challenges.
Scott’s civil practice has an emphasis on cases involving public bodies and human rights. He has been
instructed in cases involving the police and acts in claims under the Human Rights Act 1998.
He also appears in the Coroner’s Court and represents all interested persons at inquests, including families,
NHS trusts and local authorities.
‘He is empathetic but firm with clients when necessary, diligent and capable of really fighting the client’s
corner in the Court room.’
Legal 500 2021

Particularly praised for his ability to ‘inspire confidence with his calm but robust presence in court when
undertaking negotiations and advocacy’.
Legal 500 2021
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Court of Protection
Scott welcomes instructions across the full range of Court of Protection proceedings.
Health, Welfare and Deprivation of Liberty
Scott acts in cases in which both mental capacity and best interests are in dispute. He has experience of
interim and final hearings involving issues such as residence, care, medical treatment and contact. Scott also
accepts instructions relating to the inherent jurisdiction of the High Court in respect of vulnerable adults.
Property and Affairs
Scott has a broad property and affairs practice with particular experience in contested applications for the
appointment and removal of deputies and cases concerning the operation and revocation of LPAs and EPAs.

Selected Cases
BP v Surrey County Council & Anor (No 1) [2020] EWCOP 17: Appeared before the Vice President of the
Court of Protection on behalf of a local authority in an urgent application relating to COVID-19.
BP v Surrey County Council & Anor (No 2) [2020] EWCOP 22: Second judgment before the Vice
President relating to issues surrounding COVID-19.
Re A: Successfully represented a local authority in a section 21A application concerning an objection to
a residential placement, involving multiple hearings in which both capacity and best interests were
contested.
Re D: Instructed by the Official Solicitor in an urgent application following a care home having given
notice to terminate a placement.
Re H: Represented a family member in a case involving serious safeguarding allegations and disputed
issues surrounding residence, care and contact, which ultimately settled after a number of hearings.
Re E: Acted for a local authority in a capacity hearing involving an acquired brain injury with independent
expert evidence relating to various domains of capacity.
Re C: Successfully represented a family member in a two-day final hearing challenging two LPAs for
health and welfare and property and financial affairs.

Inquests
Scott represents all interested persons at inquests, including families, NHS trusts and local authorities.

Selected Cases
Re F: Represented a local authority in a four-day inquest concerning a man who died falling at a building
site.
Re B: Represented a local authority concerning a woman who died from choking on food in a care
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home.
Re R: Represented an NHS trust concerning a man who died following surgery for an abdominal aortic
aneurysm.
Re H: Represented a local authority in a two-day inquest concerning a woman who suffered multiple
organ failure arising from sepsis.
Re C: Represented a local authority concerning a woman who died following cardiac arrest in a care
home.
Re T: Represented a local authority concerning a woman who died at home following a fall.

Local Government & Public Law
Scott accepts instructions across a broad range of public law matters, including claims under the Human
Rights Act 1998 and advice and representation on issues relating to community care.

Selected Cases
Re X [Determination No 3 of 2020]: Successfully advanced legal submissions on behalf of a local
authority in an ordinary residence determination by the Secretary of State.
Re A: Advised and prepared pre-action representations in respect of a claim under the Human Rights
Act 1998 concerning an unlawful deprivation of liberty in which limitation and quantum were in dispute.

Police Law
Scott accepts instructions in all matters involving the police, including police disciplinary proceedings, appeals
to the Police (Discipline) Appeals Tribunal and civil actions for assault, malicious prosecution, false
imprisonment, etc.

Direct Access
Scott accepts work from lay clients via Direct Access. You can view his profile here.

Awards
Dean’s Award for Top Performing Student in Civil Advocacy, MMU Law School
Exhibition Award, Inner Temple
Duke of Edinburgh Entrance Scholarship, Inner Temple
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Education
MMU Law School, BPTC (Outstanding) (2015)
Lancaster University, LLB (First Class) Hons (2013)
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